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2007 is coming to an end. We can already say with certainty that this year has been the most profitable year in
the history of Siempelkamp. All three business units of the Siempelkamp Group are announcing record orders.
We are entering the 125th year of our existence with an order backlog of over one billion euros.    
This kind of success doesn’t come for no reason:
If you read the stories in this Bulletin you will notice that we pay special attention to our innovative ability. For
example, in Brazil we are building the world’s longest press line for wood-based materials. We have put the first
plant for very thin MDF (up to 1.5 mm in thickness) into operation. We have started up the world’s largest drop
forging press and we have developed a special tool for the dismantling of nuclear power plants. These examples
represent the broad diversity of our interdisciplinary creativity which is pushing our worldwide activities forward. 
Innovation is one of our strong points. The quality of our products is another. Please read the article about 
a 50-year-old Siempelkamp press which, even though it has run several million cycles, is still the centerpiece at 
a plant for the production of flaxboards. This press is a nice example of how Siempelkamp plants help our 
customers to open up markets and secure competitive advantages.

Of course our own competitive edge plays an important role for us. That is why we are currently investing in our
production location in Krefeld, Germany. We are building a new machine shop for large parts and are expanding
the capacities of our foundry. 
This investment will safeguard our future growth. 
Speaking of growth, in 2007 we also acquired two new companies:
Siempelkamp’s Machinery and Plants business unit took over Metso Panelboard GmbH, Hanover, and Siempel-
kamp’s Nuclear Technology business unit acquired NIS Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH, a service provider for nuclear
power plants.

We hope you enjoy reading these articles and wish you the very best for 2008.

Dr. Ing. Hans W. Fechner

Dr. Ing. Hans W. Fechner

Chairman of the Executive Board

G. Siempelkamp GmbH & Co. KG

Dear Readers,
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The world’s longest continuous press goes to Brazil

The new plant will be built in Agudos, in
the province of Sao Paulo. Agudos 

is already the location for another Siem-
pelkamp MDF plant built in 1996. This
plant is operating with a 26.5 m (87 ft) long
ContiRoll® press.
Now, a little over 10 years later, the 
length of the new press has almost tripled.
Looking at the layout plan, the large size of
the plant becomes apparent. It will be more
than three times larger than the existing
plant, which was designed for 580 m3 of
board per day. The new plant will produce
four times as much. This increase, in only
10 years, can be considered a quantum
leap!

The design and the technological start-up
of the plant will be carried out by Sicoplan.
Sicoplan has designed this customer’s three
previous plants and therefore knows the
local conditions best. 
The front-end technology will be supplied
by Andritz.
Siempelkamp will deliver a complete pro-
duction unit, from the dryer to the pack-
aging line. 

Büttner, the dryer specialist, will supply the
flash tube dryer for a capacity of 50 t/hour
and for water vaporization of 56.3 t/hour.

The forming line is equipped with a mech-
anical forming station and a leveling unit. 

Paulo Setúbal Neto, President of Duratex

The 9’ wide and 77 m (253 ft) long Conti-
Roll® press runs at speeds of up to 1,500
mm/second (59 in/second). It is the largest
continuous press for wood-based products
that has ever been built.
The press belongs to the group of Siempel-
kamps standardized as “Series 2” product.
93 frames with a height of 5,130 mm (17 ft)
support the pressure of 488 cylinders. Two
steel belts, over 180 m (590 ft) long and 
3 mm thick, glide over 16,138 roller rods
through the press. The roller rods are 
connected by a newly developed roller rod
chain that was designed specifically for
these extreme forces. It took two years to
design and test the chain before Siempel-
kamp released the product for use.  
Both drive shafts are powered by four motors
each, with a combined capacity of 1,432 MW.
The annual electricity consumption for both
drives equals approx. 11,500 MW. This
amount of electricity could power 3,800
households for one year. 
Despite its large size, the press has a stan-
dard design. The Siempelkamp designers
can build even longer presses thanks to the
unique ContiRoll® design principle and also
this giant press is extendable.

Subsequent to the pressing line are the
machines of Siempelkamp Handling Sys-
teme: Following the double diagonal saw is
a reject board eater which discharges faulty
boards and chops them up. The cooling
and stacking line, with its four star coolers
containing 80 pockets each, is designed to
meet the plant’s capacity. For non-sanded
boards, high-stack heights of up to 4 m 
(13 ft) and weights of up to 52 t (57 US
tons) are anticipated. The subsequent inter-

mediate storage has 128 spaces. Following
this are a sanding line, an inline cut-to-size
saw, and two packaging lines. 

The raw wood supply consists of 100%
eucalyptus grown on the company’s planta-
tions. 
Boards with a thickness ranging from 2.5 
to 37.5 mm (0.1 in to 1.5 in) can be 
produced with a density ranging from 
500–900 kg/m3. A capacity of 775,000 m3

of board at a thickness of 15 mm (0.6 in)
can be produced per year in a three-shift

operation. More than 8,000 football fields
could be covered with this amount. 
To achieve this mind-blowing capacity, up 
to three plants were necessary 10 years
ago. The new press is an outstanding con-
tribution from Siempelkamp for a quick
return on investment.

The contract with Duratex was signed in
May 2007 at the Ligna Fair. The construc-
tion start is forecast for August 2008 and
production start for the first quarter of
2009. 

Above the new roller rod chain

The layout of the new plant (red = new)

By Ralf Griesche

Duratex in Brazil, a customer
that has trusted in Siempel-
kamp quality for 55 years, has
placed an order for the con-
struction of a super-sized MDF
plant with a 77 m (253 ft)
long ContiRoll® press.
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10 a.m. – it is hot and humid in Sao Paulo.
The rainy season has started. The Duratex
building is located on the Avenida Paulista
surrounded by banks, consulates and
administrative buildings: this is where 
our business is taking place.

In a relaxed atmosphere we sit across from
Mr. Mario Colombelli Filho on the fifth
floor. We are here to find out why Duratex
acquired a plant of such dimensions. 

”We wanted to increase our production
output of MDF in Brazil and all of South
America,” says Colombelli. “We believe 
we can achieve this goal most efficiently

*Bernd Hauers, Head of the branch office in Curitiba, responsible for the South America business of Siempelkamp Maschinen- und Anlagenbau,

and Ralf Griesche, Director of Marketing and Communications 

with a large plant. With a daily capacity of 
2,200 m3 of MDF, our yearly total produc-
tion will be increased to 2.2 million m3,
starting in 2009. With this amount 
we will be the largest producer in Brazil.”
During the planning phase, in which
Sicoplan was actively involved (Sicoplan did
also the planning work for the company’s
three previous plants), Duratex focused 
on the desired material throughput of 66 t 
(72 US tons) of fiber per hour. 

Andritz supplied the refiner for the plant,
Büttner the dryer and Siempelkamp the
forming and pressing line. “We wanted the
plant to be big and simple with only one

aggregate for each process,” Colombelli
explains. 

The biggest advantage of this design is that
the fixed costs per m3 of MDF produced are
relatively low. Compared to running two
plants with a daily capacity of 1,000 m3 of
MDF each, the costs are approx. 40%
lower, resulting in a faster return on invest-
ment. The scale earnings of this large MDF
plant will guarantee a significant competi-
tive advantage in the future. 

Another important advantage is the fact
that this plant is highly energy-efficient. 

Each aggregate was tested for its savings
potential and adjusted in order to achieve
the highest energy savings possible. “For a
long time now, part of Duratex’s philosophy
has been to do everything possible to 
preserve the environment. Acting on this
maxim takes a leading role for us when it
comes to the production of wood-based
boards,” Colombelli states.
Indeed, this plant newly defines the energy
balance per m3 of MDF produced. This is
due partly to the size and partly to the 
intelligent technical conceptual design of
the plant. 

Furthermore, Agudos is developing into a
highly-integrated location. Part of this 

integration is 90,000 ha (222,400 acres) 
of eucalyptus forest, which supplies all
Duratex locations with wood. 

The building of a glue plant, which will 
supply steam from the accrued process
heat to the new refiner, is another part of
this development. 
Yet further elements are the addition of 
a second large short-cycle press, also 
delivered by Siempelkamp, an in-house
impregnation process, and the increase of
the laminate flooring capacity with another
profiling line.

Last, but not least, an associated sawmill
manufactures products for in-house use. 

We were also interested in finding out
Duratex’s opinion on the additional 1.8 mil-
lion m3 of MDF (this number only reflects
projects that have started) to be supplied to
the Brazilian market, starting in 2010. 

“Short-term, the new capacities will gener-
ate certain imbalances in the market, but
this will no longer be compensated by the
price alone,” Colombelli believes. 

“Whoever can offer added-value products
and logistics services to the customer as
well as high-quality products will remain
competitive. In this regard, Duratex is very
well positioned. The future is ours.”

77 m – a magical number?
In terms of size and capacity, the new MDF plant for Duratex in Agudos will outshine all other MDF

plants in the world. The 77 m (230 ft) long ContiRoll® press is the largest press ever built by Siempelkamp.

A Siempelkamp delegation* went to Sao Paulo, Brazil, to meet with Mr. Mario Colombelli Filho, Industrial

Director of Duratex, and to find out the reasons for this unique technical design.

Mario Colombelli Filho, Industrial Director, in front of his ContiRoll® The Agudos site during civil engineering work

By Ralf Griesche
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Uberaba is located in the state of Minas Gerais, approx. 90 air 
minutes northwest of São Paulo.

In 1975 in Uberaba the Minasplac company assembled a particle-
board plant based on the Novopan System Farni with a five-day-
light press by Siempelkamp. 
One of the founders of Minasplac, José de Alencar, is now Brazil’s
vice President. 
Later Minasplac was taken over by Satipel. At the beginning of the
nineties, Satipel, with its locations in Uberaba and Taquari, became

part of the Ligna Group managed by Salo Seibel. In 2001 this orig-
inal line was shut down.
In 1999 Satipel decided to expand the capacity of the location 
and to carry out upgrades. A complete Siempelkamp line with a 
9’ x 25.5 m ContiRoll® press was acquired. The goal was to achieve
a production capacity of 1,000 m3 of particleboard per day.

Several different measures carried out over the years resulted in a
30% higher plant capacity. The ContiRoll® press was always able to

cope with the demands. At the end of 2005 a press extension to
38.7 m was performed. Due to further adjustments the plant now
produces 2,000 m3 of particleboard per day.

With its large forest resources, Satipel supplies its own wood. At 
the moment 100% tropical pine is processed. However, the nearby
plantations are, step by step, converted to grow eucalyptus
because of a 50% higher productivity. 

The plant specializes in 15-mm (0.6 in) furniture boards which are
also sold in the surrounding States of São Paulo, Parana and Espirito
Santo. 50% of the production output is supplied as raw boards to
the furniture industry. The remaining 50% is surface laminated in-
house with finish foils and melamine-impregnated papers. This is
done partly on a Siempelkamp short-cycle press. 

At the beginning of 2007 an important step towards an extension
of the product range was taken. Satipel signed a supply contract

for a complete MDF plant with Siempelkamp. The new plant will
be built around the existing one. Both plants will share the wood
yard, (de-barking and chipper). Sicoplan, who worked successfully
together with the Satipel team seven years ago, will once again be
responsible for the planning works. 

The pressing line is equipped with a 9’ x 30.4 m ContiRoll®  press
designed for a daily capacity of 1,000 m3 of MDF. The production
will focus on furniture boards with a thickness of 12 – 15 mm. At
the beginning of November 2007, the foundation works were
almost finished and a factory floor with an area of 30,000 m2 was
built. Shortly afterwards, the construction of the line, starting with
the refiner area, began. 

The first board is forecast to be pressed on May 10, 2008. We will
be keeping our fingers crossed for such a challenging schedule. 

Satipel’s Uberaba – a location with
accelerated development 

The civil engineering for the new MDF line is almost completed in this picture

By Ralf Griesche

Mauro Pini Franca, Vice President, and Silvio Costa, Project Manager
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Interview with Salo Seibel, President of Satipel
Industrial SA in Sao Paulo, November 2007

Mr. Seibel, please tell us about the history of your company.
The history of Satipel begins in 1925 when Bernard Seibel, my
father, emigrated from Krakow, Poland, to Brazil, when he was 14
years old. In the mid-1930s my father worked as an employee in a
furniture store. In 1946 he became a partner in a small furniture
factory. In 1961 he bought Leo Madeiras, a small wood distributor
located in Sao Paulo’s Gasômetro district.
In the mid-eighties the Madelândia Group was formed, which later
changed its name to Ligna Group. In the 1990s, the Group
expanded its operations with the purchase of Formica in Brazil and
in Argentina, Lammet in the Netherlands and the Formiplac Group,
which at that time, owned Satipel. At that time, Satipel had two
particleboard mills, one in Uberaba, Minas Gerais, and another in
Taquari, Rio Grande do Sul.
At the same time the Group joined with the French Company
Leroy Merlin, a home improvement and construction material retail 
business, which wanted to expand in Brazil. 
In 2000 the company invested vastly in the Uberaba mill with the
installation of a new particleboard line with ContiRoll® technology
by Siempelkamp. The capacity of the plant was further increased in
2005 and turned Satipel, with its two mills, into one of the largest
particleboard manufacturers (approx. 1 million m3/year) in all of
South America.
In 2007 a contract was placed with Siempelkamp for a forming
and pressing line including a ContiRoll® press for a new MDF plant
at the Uberaba mill. This plant is scheduled to start operations in
2008 and will produce 350,000 m3 of MDF per year.
In November 2007 we finally decided to build a new particleboard
mill in Taquari. Another order was placed with Siempelkamp. The
milestones listed above demonstrate how the Ligna Group, with its

MDF on the market, particleboard was overtaken by MDF. The 
better quality of MDF was part of the reason. Particleboards were 
produced on old multi-daylight presses. The introduction of the 
latest production technologies, such as the ContiRoll® press tech-
nology by Siempelkamp, changed the quality of the boards. At
Satipel we thought long and hard about what to name these new
qualitative particleboards. We decided on the name “MDP”, which
had previously been used by Eucatex. Back in 2005 I was the 
president of the Association for Wood-based Panels Manufacturers
in Brazil (ABIPA). I introduced our “MDP idea” to the producers in
Brazil and asked them to consider the new name. Today, two years
later, the name MDP, representing continuously produced particle-
boards, has prevailed in the market. Since Eucatex has signed the
rights for the name over to ABIPA, all manufacturers use the MDP
name. Thus, we were able to get rid of the image problem that 
had dogged particleboard. MDP has a great image, specially in the
furniture production industry.
This history demonstrates nicely how the right marketing techniques
can change the opinion of an entire market. We profited from this
change, especially with our Uberaba products. In fact we predict a
great future for this market segment. That is why we have decided
to build another state-of-the-art particleboard plant in Taquari,
our other mill.  
What are your reasons to also enter into the MDF business?
For a long time we have planned to build an MDF plant at our 
Uberaba mill. We were convinced that a manufacturer of wood-
based panels should be able to offer both products. The 
furniture industry uses MDP as well as MDF. Additionally, we also
benefit from synergy effects at this mill, and our own wood supply
makes us self-sufficient. We wanted to invest in MDF for the first
time in 2000 (the contract with Siempelkamp was already agreed),
when suddenly the economic situation in Brazil took a turn for the
worse. Back then we decided to postpone the investment. Now
the time has come to make up for it. 
By 2010 several more MDF plants will have added their capacities
to the market. Are you afraid problems will arise due to excess
amounts on the market?
At the moment the market demand for MDF is approx. 2 million m3

per year. By 2010 an additional 1.8 million m3 of MDF will enter the
market. We also assume an average growth of the MDF 
market of 15% per year. With it an additional 1 million m3 of MDF
per year will be needed. Furthermore, there are several other 
positive scenarios.  
We see good prospects in the export market. But in the end every-
thing will depend on the future economic development of Brazil.
We are optimistic, but still assume that there will be a surplus 
of MDF from 2010 onwards. We can adjust to such predictable
dangers. Capacity developments never happen in straight lines
but always in big steps. It is important what you make out of it. 
Do you plan on entering the market for laminate flooring with the
new MDF capacities?
We import laminate flooring from our Dutch subsidiary Lammet.
We wouldn’t consider laminate flooring a lead product in the

Brazilian market. This type of market has yet to develop. We will let
our competitors go ahead with this market. 
If the need arises we will be able to quickly organize a production
facility and distribution for the manufacture of laminate flooring.
At the moment, however, we do not see a need for action. 
Just recently you have placed an order with Siempelkamp for a 
particleboard plant for your Taquari location?  
We have wanted to upgrade the Taquari plant for a long time. We
just have not been able to carry out all these projects at the same
time. First of all the upgrading of the Uberaba mill was important
to us. Now, since we went public, we are also financially able to
concentrate on the technical upgrade of this mill. 
We will profit from the first-class location of the Taquari plant,
close to the furniture industry. We are the only manufacturer of
particleboard in the state of Rio Grande do Sul and plan to develop
in this area. We admit that with the old plant we are no longer able
to maintain the highest quality production. This will change in
2009. With new Siempelkamp technology we will be at the top –
both technologically and as far as the quality of our boards is con-
cerned. 
Do you plan on becoming active in furniture production?
We are and will remain a supplier to the furniture industry. We are
not considering starting our own furniture production. 
What do you see in the future for wood-based materials in Brazil?
We believe in the big potential that the production and 
distribution of wood-based products have. This should be the 
case worldwide. For environmental reasons alone a renewable raw
material is unbeatable. In Brazil this market will experience further
growth, considering Brazil’s climate, which allows wood to grow
faster than in the northern hemisphere. Therefore, our sustained
plantations provide us with a competitive advantage. Additionally,
supposing that the economic conditions in Brazil will remain 
positive, a larger number of people will buy more furniture. Just
consider Brazil’s huge consumption potential still awaiting 
development. We feel well-positioned in the market for wood-
based products and we believe in the growth strengths. 
Siempelkamp has been operating in the Brazilian market since
1952. In the last 10 years the company has sold 15 plants with 
ContiRoll® presses for the production of wood-based panels. 
What do you expect from Siempelkamp?
Well, Siempelkamp has the highest number of installations and
many years of experience in Brazil. The recent placement of our
orders with Siempelkamp proves that we appreciate this kind of
experience. 
For the future we expect that innovations to be brought by Siem-
pelkamp will make the production of wood-based panels more
economic and to make new application areas possible. Short-term,
we would appreciate even better service and spare parts supply.
The bottom line is that Siempelkamp, with its size, expertise and 
attitude, is an ideal partner for us.

Mr. Seibel, we thank you for your time.

core competencies in the production of wood-based panels and
wood distribution, developed from the smallest beginnings into a
respectable company within two generations. In 2007 we went
public.
Which of your decisions would you say were trend-setting?
We made two strategic decisions: the first one was the acquisition
of Formiplac and with it the entry into production of particleboard
for the furniture industry.
The second important decision for our Group was the purchase of
large forest areas, which would ensure the supply of raw material
to our plants. We own approx. 75,000 ha (185,000 acres) of 
forest, growing pine and eucalyptus. 65,000 ha (162,000 acres) of
this forest are close to our Uberaba plant in the state of Minas
Gerais. Looking back, we are proud to have made the right choice
towards integrated growth. Our decisions over the years were well
thought-out and always made in consideration of the size of our
business. 
You started out as a wood distributor. Why did you decide to enter
into the production of wood-based panels?
This strategic move opened up a completely new sales channel for
us. We now supply our products to the furniture industry.
With our Leo Madeiras business we supply the wood-processing
industry and small furniture producers. Leo offers a broad range of
products including wood-based materials and many other products
used by the processing industry. Both sales channels are strictly 
separate; however, they allow us to provide a larger range of products. 
What caused the image change for particleboard in Brazil?
The development of particleboard to “Medium Density Particle-
board” (MDP) in Brazil has its own special history. Particleboard
had a less positive image in the country. After the introduction of

Salo Seibel, President of Satipel Industrial S/A,
and Andréa Seibel Ferreira, Human Resources Manager

The hall for the form- and pressline, Uberaba MDF
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Work until very old
By Ralf Griesche

Mr. Maton from our planning and engineering office in 

Belgium recently gave me an extremely interesting lead.

He told me about a 50-year-old Siempelkamp press oper-

ating in the Netherlands which is still producing boards in 

three-shift operation. I decided to take a close look at

such solid Siempelkamp quality.

Linex Pro-Grass BV has been operating
this Siempelkamp press in Koewacht,

the Netherlands, since 1956.
The heart of the plant, the prepress and
hotpress with 20 daylights for board
dimensions of 1,250 x 2,500 mm (49.2 in x
98.4 in), is the original press from 1956.
Peter Meulblok, director of the company,
and technical director Jaap Wijnacker point
out that nothing has been altered to the
mechanics of the press, and that the
frames, hot platen and hydraulics are also
original. Both gentlemen gave me a friendly 
welcome, guided me through the plant,
and answered all my questions.

Almost as old as a human life is long

The secret of why this press has been pro-
ducing for so long was easily discovered.
Linex manufactures a unique niche product
– particleboards made of flax shives.
The procedure was first tested in 1943 in
Belgium and is based on the desire to use
all the parts of the flax plant, which is 
traditionally grown in Belgium, Northern
France, and Holland. 
The long flax fibers from the center of the
stem are used to produce fabric (high-
quality linen). The surrounding woody
structure, the actual shives fibers, is supplied
by the flax farmers year-round. 

The base material has the advantage of
being fairly dry (residual moisture content is
15% – 20%) and therefore needs very little
dryer time. This makes the product environ-
mentally friendly. 
Otherwise the shives are prepared in exactly
the same way as wooden chips: glue is
applied, the shives undergo a single-layer
matforming process, and are then pressed
into flaxboard. This board has several useful
properties. It is light, weighing an average
of 350 kg/m3, has properties similar to
those of a particleboard made of wood
chips, and is fire-resistant.

Forming and press line
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The size of the area used in the Netherlands
for flax growing is about 4,000 to 4,500
hectares per year.
Flax can be divided into two main types:
fiber flax and seed flax.
Seed flax is used to extract linseed oil. This
is used to make soap, paints, linoleum etc. 
Flax is an annual white or blue-flowered
plant, which is sown in spring and is ready
for harvesting in summer/early autumn.

The long flax fibers are used for high-
quality linen. After the so-called retting in
the field, the flax is delivered to the flax 
processing companies. Here, the fiber is
separated mechanically from the stem.
The shorter fibers are also used in the textile
industry in so-called mixed yarns or, more 

recently, in the production of insulation
materials in the building industry.
Short fibers are used in the paper industry.
The seed of the plant is used for the prop-
agation and manufacture of linseed. The
seed capsules are used in the animal feed
industry. 
At the end of the chain, the remaining parts
of the stems and the roots are used for the
manufacture of the Linex Pro-grass flax-
board. This way, 100% of the flax plant has
been used.
Flax is part of the natural cycle. This 
renewable raw material is beneficial to 
cultural landscapes and can be recycled
without any problems. 
Compared to wood chips, the flax shavings
have a less coarse structure.

Physically and structurally, flaxboard has
several remarkable features, namely: the
consistent, homogeneous quality of the
raw flax (in chipboards several kinds of
wood are used); the substantially lower
specific gravity of the raw material, and the
finer structure of the raw material when
compared with chipboard.
The even distribution of the shives results in
a board with a finer structured core. Linex
Pro-grass BV’s technological ability to press
the board with less pressure results in
boards with lower densities.
Thanks to their homogeneous composition,
the boards are very stable, allowing them to
be produced in low densities (measured 
in kg per m3). This density may vary from
320 kg to 560 kg per m3 (depending on the
thickness of the board). The production
range varies in thickness from 16 mm to 
50 mm per board.
Flaxboard with higher densities can also be
easily veneered.

Peter Meulblok (left) and 
Jaap Wijnacker

With a thickness of about 35 mm (1.37 in),
application areas include door cores, light
partition walls and ceilings. 
The forming and pressing line was retrofitted
from belt line operation to screen return in
the seventies. All the machinery before and
after the press has also been replaced since
1956, including the press control. The press
processes 18,000 t (19,842 US tons) of raw
material annually, which results in an
average capacity of 65,000 m3 of boards
per year. The press has produced a total of
3.25 million m3 of boards, of which 85%
have been exported. 
There is yet another reason why the press
has never been replaced by a new and
higher-capacity model. A newer press
would have at least three times the capac-
ity of the old press, however, there is not
enough flax available to use such a press to
its full capacity, Peter Meulblok explains.
“Therefore, we will continue making high-
quality boards on our 50-year-old press, at
least as long as flax is supplied to us. The
press will have no problem with that,” Jaap
Wijnacker smiles. “A good team, good care
and the press will continue running around
the clock.”

What is flax and what are flax shives?

Flax is a plant produced by arable farming
which thrives well in the clay soil of the
Netherlands, Belgium and northern France. 

The multi-daylight
press

The prepress

From left to right:

Matforming

Cutting the mat before
prepress

Cooling and stacking

One hectare of flax yields:

• 1,100 kg linseed
• 1,100 kg chaff
•    900 kg long fibers
•    750 kg short fibers
• 3,000 kg shives



Siempelkamp Nukleartechnik 
develops a special tool for the 
dismantling of the KNK 
(Compact Sodium-cooled Reactor Facility)
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Clamping device – 3D model and 

photograph of the assembly process 

The Compact Sodium-cooled Reactor Facility, Karlsruhe

History 

The Compact Sodium-cooled Nuclear Reactor Facility (KNK) was an
experimental power plant providing 20 MW electric power. From
1971 to 1974, the plant was operated with a thermal core as KNK I.
In 1977 it was reconfigured with a fast core and was known as fast
breeder power plant KNK II. The reactor was shut down in 1991.

Decommissioning of KNK II

According to the decommissioning concept, the entire work is
planned to be completed with a “green field”. So far, the fuel 
elements and the sodium have been removed from the reactor. 
Furthermore, the facilities and systems no longer required have
been dismantled. 

Currently, the activated internals of the reactor are cut into pieces
suitable for drum storage. For this purpose, an enclosure with
thick shielding walls and remote-controlled systems has been set
up above the reactor tank.

Removal of the primary shield – an ambitious task performed by SNT

The current dismantling step involves the removal of the primary
shield. The dismantling of these inner parts of the reactor is 
proving to be particularly difficult due to the fact that some sodium
remained clinging to the internals of the reactor. This makes it
impossible to apply wet or thermal cutting methods. Further-
more, during operation as a fast breeder (KNK II), the fast neutrons

By Eiko Koselowski
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Simulation of the dismantling process

1) primary shielding, 2) reactor tank,

3) biological shield, 4) crane hook

caused heavy activation of the primary shield and parts of the bio-
logical shield.

The primary shield consists of 12 cast iron components with a
weight of 90 t in total (up to 16 t each) and is placed in a niche in
the biological shield, surrounding the former reactor core. Due to
the activation of the primary shield all activities have to be 
performed by remote control.

Siempelkamp Nukleartechnik was able to gain the assignment for
the engineering and manufacturing of a special tool for this highly
demanding dismantling step.

Process description 

According to the decommissioning concept, the components of
the primary shield will be lifted out of the reactor shaft one by one.
To carry out this procedure, multiple tasks have to be performed by
the implemented device. As a result of the limited space in the
reactor shaft as well as in the enclosure above, many technical
items had to be designed especially for this application, thus 
satisfying the static and spatial requirements.

As a first step the machine will be lowered into the reactor shaft
using the existing reactor crane. Afterwards, the machine will be
affixed using four outriggers that are driven electrically against the
surrounding walls. 

A specially developed drilling system positioned at the lower half of
the device will make two holes in each of the 12 components of the
primary shielding. The drilling module had to be provided with
three linear and two rotation axes to perform the complex move-
ments required. The purpose-built drilling system enables the user
to set all the holes in just one cycle without changing the tool. That
means 24 holes with a diameter of 110 mm and a depth of 
335 mm can be produced in just one tool service life. The 
realization of this procedure will keep the need for manual inter-
ference to a minimum and shorten the time required for this dis-
mantling step.

Subsequently, the whole machine will be lifted into the enclosure
above the reactor to exchange the drilling units for clamping 
mandrels. Afterwards, the machine will be positioned in the 
reactor shaft again. The mandrels will be placed into the drilled
holes to achieve a firm connection with one of the primary shield
components.

The fixed element will be lifted and moved to the center of the
reactor shaft. Finally the element will be hoisted out of the reactor
shaft for further treatment.  

Teamwork – made by Siempelkamp

The project was launched in November 2006 and will be completed
by October 2007. To meet this very tight deadline SNT once again
had to prove its ability to work in a goal-oriented fashion in close
collaboration with the client as well as the subcontractors. 

Large picture: Lifting device – completely assembled

Small picture: Linear and rotation axes of the drilling device
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By Derek Clark

Airbus on tracks

The new Airbus A380 The riveting station

Awide range of airplane components, including vertical tail 
units for all Airbus models, is manufactured at Airbus’s Stade

production plant. The biggest challenge yet is the assembly of
vertical tail planes for the new Airbus A380. Measuring 14.6 m,
they required the construction of a new production hall. Further-
more, the production layout and the floor transport system had to
be redesigned especially for the manufacture of these components.
They are moved on flatcarts with autonomous drives running on
the RoundTrack® floor rail system.

Precise moves from station to station

The Airbus A380 vertical tail units are assembled, lined with planks,
riveted and reworked at consecutive stations, on two of which the
battery-powered flatcarts are simultaneously recharged. The floor
transport system has to ensure safe and stable transportation for all

parts: vertical tail components must not be twisted or exposed to
vibrations while being carried from station to station. This is
achieved by the combination of RoundTracks® and flatcarts. The
STROTHMANN cart is a custom-made model, measuring 21 m in
length with a load capacity of 25 t. It does not sag: its altitude 
deviation amounts to a mere 0.2 mm, which provides the precision
required for assembly at different stations.

Special floor-embedded construction 

The size of the new production hall and the necessary running
precision required the RoundTracks® to be installed in a special
fashion: they are height-adjustable and attached to a steel 
construction which is embedded in the hall floor. After the tracks
have been laid and adjusted, the system’s superstructural parts
vanish beneath floor panels that can be easily lifted if required. Assembly line with RoundTracks®

STROTHMANN Round-
Track®, cross section

This provides an even track along the whole production line (with
a maximum deviation of just 0.1 mm), thereby enabling precision
and exact positioning during assembly.

The RoundTrack® floor rail system

RoundTracks® consist of round rails made from hardened and 
polished steel which are embedded in aluminum holding profiles
and firmly fixed by clamping profiles. The holding profiles are cast
in concrete. RoundTracks® can be mounted on a wide range of
foundations: even retrofitting requires little additional work. They
enable precise transportation of heavy loads with little effort: the
trolleys’ rollers have a “gothic arch”-shaped profile which minimizes
rolling resistance and provides high durability. The round upper
edge of the rail protrudes only a few millimeters from the ground,
and is therefore no hindrance to persons or vehicles. The grooveless
rail surface is easy to clean.

The A380 – a pan-European airliner

The Airbus A380 dwarfs all previously
designed passenger planes. Its length
does not differ much from Airbus’s largest
model to date, but its oval fuselage con-
taining two passenger decks makes it
much more voluminous. The Airbus plant
in Stade is Europe’s biggest producer of
components made from carbon fiber re-
inforced plastic (CFRP). Within the Airbus
consortium, it is a center of excellence for
CFRP processing. Following the introduc-
tion of CFRP wings in 2007 and the “All-
composite Passenger Plane”, which is
planned for some time after 2010, this
lightweight construction material will
gradually replace traditional materials.
Apart from Stade, Airbus has further 
production facilities in Toulouse and
Nantes (France), Broughton (England) and
Getafe (Spain) as well as in Bremen, Varel,
Nordenham and Hamburg-Finkenwerder
in Germany.

Machines & Handling
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Construction phase I of the machin-
ery and plants division
This is the most important investment pro-
gram in the history of the company, and it
shows how viable the Krefeld location is. 
The Krefeld machinery and plants pro-
duction unit is specifically investing in new
machinery which will make the manu-
facture of large parts possible. 

This includes a large turning lathe (Hey-
ligenstaedt) and a Gantry portal milling
machine which are part of an initial phase
already under construction. 
The foundations have been poured for both
machines and the 3,000 m2 large workshop
is being built. In the first quarter of 2008
the machines will be installed and will start
production.

The portal milling machine has a mounting
length of 22.5 m (74 ft), a machining width
of 7 m (23 ft) and a height of 6 m (20 ft). In
the future it will be used for chip-removing
processes on press tables and other large
parts manufactured in the Siempelkamp
Foundry.  

The foundation consists of a monolithic
concrete block which was poured in 72
hours at the end of August 2007. It used up
6,400 m3 of concrete. To make a com-
parison, this much concrete would fit into
10 single family homes. The capital ex-
penditure for this construction phase will
amount to approx. 13 million euros.

Construction phase II 
Planning has started for the second expan-
sion phase. The current building complex
“Lichthof” will be extended by the addition of
another workshop with an area of 3,000 m2.

This building will accommodate a new 
vertical lathe with a surface plate diameter
of 16 m (52 ft). The lathe will be used to
machine large workpieces, such as mill
heads, manufactured by the Siempelkamp
Foundry. Using the new lathe, machining
processes that have been carried out by
contract manufacturers up till now will
soon be performed at Siempelkamp’s own
production facility in Krefeld. Thus, tedious

and expensive transportation to machine
shops will no longer be necessary. 
The portal milling machine will receive a
second portal. 

This construction phase will require close
to another 17 million euros, so that the
machinery and plants division in Krefeld will
have invested approx. 30 million euros by
2009. Siempelkamp will then own an
exceptional machine shop for the large
steel parts and castings from in-house pro-
duction. With the three new machines
Siempelkamp can offer a new kind of
machining, which attracts attention world-
wide, even for job order production. 

Siempelkamp Maschinen- und An-

lagenbau and Siempelkamp Foundry

will invest approximately 54 million

euros in new production facilities

from 2007 to 2009.

Siempelkamp enhances its
Krefeld location 

The Siempelkamp site in Krefeld (blue = under construction; green = planned; grey = finished)

By Stefan Mettler and Ralf Griesche
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Expansion of the molding shop for
medium and large-size castings 
As the worldwide leading manufacturer of
casting components made of spheroidal
graphite iron with a raw weight of up to
300 t (330 US tons), Siempelkamp covers
close to 45% of its yearly total order value
with these types of tonnages. The fact that
we lead the way technologically in the
areas of heavy and large castings ensures
that we have expert knowledge and the
best quality for the remaining production
and weight areas. Castings with a piece
weight of up to 50 t (55 US tons) will be
produced in serial production in the new
molding shop 310. Here, the performance
focus is set on the energy industry as well
as on mill and machine tool building. 
In the course of a program change of 
casting tonnages with a piece weight be-
tween 32 t (35 US tons) and 46 t (50 US
tons), the capacity utilization of the avail-
able molding shop rose and the extension
of the molding shop followed shortly after.
Thus, another construction project started
which is anticipated to fit in seamlessly with
the other successful construction projects
of the company.  

Following the completion of the recreation
and management building in the spring,
measures for the expansion of the molding
shop for medium and large castings began.
This is the second-largest single investment
in the history of the Siempelkamp Foundry. 
Managing director Stefan Mettler says:
“Through capacity expansions, our foundry
wants to react to the ongoing demand in
the capital goods industry and to support
the expansion of our product line, which

became necessary as a result of customer
demands. Our customer’s confidence and
trust is our main motivation for taking on
the organizational work and financial risks
that such projects involve.”
The completion of the construction project,
which commenced in April and is divided
into two stages, is forecast for the end of
December. The construction work achieved
so far is already quite impressive. 
The construction was carried out in stages
in order to continue normal production.
Notably, the foundry was not only able to
continue normal production without
noticeable losses but was also able to 
handle part of this year’s extended order
backlog already. 

State-of-the-art technical equipment
for the extended molding shop
It is not only the line of products under the
future roof of the new molding shop that
deserves attention, but also the technical
equipment that will be used here.  
Even though the new molding shop will
continue to accommodate the old molding
shop areas 311/312 and will combine 
several converted old products, it has re-
ceived completely new technical equip-
ment. 

The extensive modernization of the new
workshop equipment aims at more eco-
nomic production processes as well as
more relaxed working conditions for the
employees.   

The square footage of the new molding
shop alone is one example. The shop
dimensions include 1,000 m2 of molding

area, 200 m2 of ramming area, 300 m2 of
storage area as well as 620 m2 of traffic
area. 
The creation of another molding pit area,
this time with a dimension of 1,000 m2, 
will offer another possibility for the use of
universally distinguishable molding pits in
the future. The new molding shop can be
divided into as many as 26 pits and can
thus be used with unprecedented flexibility. 

A special technical highlight is the new
pouring ladle transport.  By using a newly
implemented rail transport cart the dis-
tances for the transport of liquid iron are
shortened and previously necessary work
processes are eliminated. Amongst other
things, the direct supply of core intensive
products is guaranteed through the close
proximity to the coreshop. 
For all new transport routes a new crane
system consisting of eight cranes was
installed. A transversal run of the cranes
enables accessibility to and area utilization
of the entire shop. 
In future, liquid iron transport will be 
carried out by three ladle handling cranes
which can carry a load of up to 80 t (88 US
tons) each.  
The climate control now available inside the
enclosed crane cockpits and the improved
climate and sonic conditions inside the
shop are worth mentioning as part of the
modernization measures. 

By 2008 a new pattern storage building
and, next to it, a new flask storage building
will be built. 
The pattern storage building will be built,
as demonstrated in the picture com-

The new molding shop completed (November 2007) 

The foundation for the turning lath and the portal milling machine

position, on the extended Siempelkamp-
owned land on the other side of the railway
line and will be equipped with state-of-the-
art storage handling technology. 

The new flask storage building will replace
the old one bordering the railroad line. This
second investment stage will cost approxi-
mately 6 million euros and will cover a total
area of 25,000 m2, of which half will be
taken up by the pattern storage building. 

All improvements are dedicated to higher
efficiency and improved working con-
ditions. All in all, the investments clearly
underline a true commitment to the Krefeld
production location.  

Expansion of the molding shop (September 2007)
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The new infeed section ready for installation

After 13 years, the ContiRoll® press from Egger 

in Rambervillers has been rebuilt from the ground up.
Turning old into new By Ralf Griesche
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View of the press The hydraulics

Rambervillers, a small town in the French Vosges, became an
important location for the wood-based products industry at 

the beginning of the nineties. 

As the result of a joint venture between the Swiss Hiag and the
Pfleiderer Group, Neumarkt, a large particleboard plant was built in
Rambervillers. With the goal of supplying Switzerland, eastern
France, and the southwest of Germany with particleboard, the 
location was chosen strategically. 

The selection of the location was also favorable with regard to the
raw material supply. The Vosges is a densely wooded area with
many sawmills. The original equipment manufacturer Siempelkamp
supplied, amongst other machinery, the forming and pressing line
with a 7’ x 38 m ContiRoll® press. The inauguration of the plant
took place in 1994.

For the purpose of increasing capacity, the press was extended by 
5 m (16 ft) to 43 m (141 ft) in 1998.

In 2000 Egger acquired the plant in Rambervillers and founded the
Egger Rambervillers S.A.

Over the years the plant was upgraded in many different ways in order
to keep up with technical progress. Only the heart of the plant, the
continuous press, has not undergone any major refurbishment,
although it has been showing signs of wear over the years. 

The presses used in the nineties were equipped with lower press
beams, 95 mm (3.7 in) hot platens and press tables as well as main and

counter heating systems. The cylinders had a piston stroke of 
50 mm (2 in) and wedges were used to adjust the product thickness.
The roller rods were kept in place by floating chain guides.

The steel belt could only be controlled by special rollers. The
infeed head was designed for a maximum speed of 700 mm/
second (28 in/s).

The Siempelkamp Service department developed a modernization
concept for the Egger press that put into operation the latest func-
tional principles of the latest generation of presses. This concept was
developed to improve plant availability as well as to increase the 
productivity and quality of the products. 

On July 22, 2007 the plant was stopped and the modernization
works were started in a three-shift operation. 

First, all but the frames of the press was taken out. Press table, hot
platens, cylinders and hydraulics, chains, roller rods, and steel belt
were removed, as can be seen clearly in the pictures taken on 
August 6. Further, the infeed head was detached and the discharge
drum seat removed. 

Now the assembly of the “new” press could begin.

Improved pressure distribution 

The lower press beam, now directly placed onto the frames, enables
a pressure distribution similar to that found in presses for thin-
board production. The insulation between the hot platen and the

lower press beam was newly positioned, resulting in a constant 
specific pressure. 

Hot platen

By using the existing lower press beam as a pressure distribution
plate, it was possible to install 100 mm (4 in) thick hot platens with
the rigidity and surface quality expected in today’s platens. A
directly heated infeed hot platen with a high specific heat output,
called a booster heater, was installed in the press infeed section.
The counter heating became obsolete.

Infeed head

The infeed section of the latest generation is the quality guarantor
of the press concept. During these first meters, the quality of the
board is determined. 

This type of press infeed makes speeds up to 1500 mm/second 
(59 in) possible. The infeed heads are stronger than in the old
design. All bearings are standardized and positioned on the outside. 

Belt tracking

To improve the belt tracking, belt tracking cages, as commonly
used in today’s press designs, were installed. Because of the way the
foundation was constructed, the bottom tracking cage was
installed inside a column. The tracking rollers are driven by a motor.
Motorized guide rollers were also installed for the steel belt. 

Press cylinders

By taking out the cross wedge system, sufficient room became
available to install press cylinders of the latest generation with 
100 mm (4 in) stroke. Press distance and therefore the thickness of
the product are now adjustable only with the lifting cylinders. With
this modification the pressure and position control was optimized.

Electrical system

The old microprocessor technology, for which replacement 
components are no longer available, and the existing S5-Control
were replaced by a modern Siemens S7-Control.

All installations were carried out within three short weeks. The re-
modeling was finished on August 27, 2007 with the production of the
first board. Regular three-shift operation resumed after approx. one
week. 

Rebuilding projects are more critical in terms of time than new 
constructions. Many materials for the Egger rebuild were hard to
come by due to market shortages. For that reason Egger was
extremely happy with Siempelkamp’s adherence to the time limit. 

Since the completion of the project we haven’t heard anything
from Rambervillers! This type of silence is always the biggest
compliment for us.

The new hot platens with the press cylindersThe empty press
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The first line of a new Thin Board generation

Grajewo is located in the backcountry of the Great Masurian Lakes. This small Polish town has

since the summer become the “center of the world” for MDF enthusiasts. In July of this year the

most state-of-the-art MDF plant for thin board production started operation and produced its

first board. In its first stage of completion the plant is designed for a capacity of 250,000 m3 of

thin MDF boards with a thickness ranging from 1.5 to 3.5 mm (0.06 in to 0.14 in). The entire

production line features a multitude of unique technical highlights. The installation time of only

ten months underlines the professionalism of the Pfleiderer team and the Siempelkamp expertise. 

The positive basic conditions for the
wood-based products industry in 

Eastern Poland, including densely wooded
areas, a sound infrastructure, and the close
proximity to the market made the Pfleiderer
Group, in 2005, decide to build a huge
plant for ultra-thin MDF boards in Grajewo.
The plant covers an area of twelve hectares
(30 acres) and, at a cost of 83 million euros,
is the largest single investment in the Pod-
lasie Voivodship, close to the Belarusian
border. What is primarily responsible for the
success of the project is the machinery,
from the fiber bin to the packaging line, 
of the machine builder Siempelkamp Ma-
schinen- und Anlagenbau GmbH & Co. KG. 

Thin MDF for a variety of 
applications  

Compared to the beginning of the eighties
when the success story of Medium Density
Fiberboard (MDF) had just become appar-
ent, today a much larger range of products
is possible due to many new technological
advances. While back in the eighties 
the focus was set on refiner, gluing and

forming technologies, today’s concentra-
tion is on concepts that guarantee an 
environment-friendly, cost-efficient, and
safe production of thin MDF. 

The expanded range of products increas-
ingly allows the substitution of traditional
wood-based products such as hardboards
and plywood in furniture production. 
Furniture rear panels, for example, are an
ideal application area for thin MDF with a
thickness of up to approx. 3 mm (0.12 in).
Thin MDF is also increasingly used as a core
material for plywood or as surface material
because of the fact that it can be easily
printed on. The latest developments in
direct printing have accelerated the 
triumphal procession of thin MDF more
than ever. The packaging industry also uses
this type of fiberboard product more and
more nowadays. 

With an increasing shortage of wood,
which results in higher material costs, inno-
vative solutions are required for lowering
the level of wood consumption. This
development led to sandwich constructions

(lightweight boards). Thin MDF, especially,
is the ideal product for surface layers in
sandwich constructions. 

The magical barrier: 
100 m per minute feed rate 

For economic reasons, thin MDF boards are
exclusively produced on very fast running
lines. A feed rate of about 100 m per
minute (328 ft) has to be achieved for 
economic thin MDF production. The Siem-
pelkamp engineers who design thin MDF
plants from the ground up guarantee a
feed speed of 105 m per minute (1.75 m
per second) in Grajewo. The plant, how-
ever, is designed to achieve a feed rate of
120 m per minute (2 m per second).

By Dr. Frank B. Müller

“High speed” in Grajewo: Siempelkamp is handing over an ultra-thin MDF plant 

The forming and press line

The forming head
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Cutting and stacking the boards

From left to right:

The energy plant

Controller room

The belt speed of the ContiRoll® in Grajewo
is only one side of the coin as far as the pro-
duction of thin MDF is concerned. The
other side of the coin is high precision and
safety. What does this mean in detail?
What are the special characteristics of the
forming and pressing line? Let’s start with
the woodyard. De-barked logs of medium
size are the raw material for MDF. This log
size has proven to be best in terms of wood
defects and raw density. The wood chips
derived from these logs are fractionated in
order to make a consistent mixture. Small
and oversized wood chips are scraped and
supplied, just as the bark was to the com-
pany’s own biomass power station or the
nearby particleboard plant. Before entering
the refiner the chips are cleaned. After
refining, resin is applied to the fiber mass
and the fibers are dried.

Fiber brake prevents density spots
inside the matformer bin

The high feed speed of the line requires
new design features, primarily for the 
forming line. Potential density spots inside
the matformer bin need to be prevented in
order to optimize the density distribution
across the matformer bin. For this purpose,
a unique system, known as “Fiber Brake”
has been developed. 

A perfect forming precision of the fiber mat
is guaranteed by the spreading head of the
matformer (StarFormer). Through its very
fine gap settings an even length dis-
tribution of the fibers is achieved and 
furthermore, it prevents glue clots, which
could later damage the belt, from finding
their way into the fiber mat. The leveling
head downstream of the matformer

smoothes the fiber mat via a roller system.
Fiber from high spots in the mat is removed
and then deposited in low areas of the mat.
This process evens out the mat thickness
without removing any material, for which
traditionally costly electropneumatic suc-
tion would be necessary. 

Safety through innovation

The compression and pressing of the fiber
mat into MDF takes place in three steps.
First, the fiber mat is cold prepressed to a 
thickness of 8.6 mm (0.34 in). 

During the next step, the prepressed mat is
again cold-compressed, but this time to
nominal thickness. Because of the high
pressures inside the compactor even the
smallest glue clots are eliminated and the
air is reduced to a minimum.

The compactor in front of the ContiRoll®
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cut to size – as easily as slicing bread. The
cooling takes place exclusively during the
transport of the boards on different 
roller conveyor belts. By decelerating and
lowering the conveyor at certain intervals
the boards are arranged in a shingle-type
manner and are then stacked in an inter-
mediate storage area. Afterwards, the MDF
boards are ready for delivery or for further
processing in the plant.

The clipper

Thickness gauge

Multitude of board types due to
highly flexible press infeed section

The third step during the pressing process
starts right at the highly flexible press in-
feed section of the ContiRoll®. The flexible
upper hot platen of the 9 ft wide press can
be adjusted to any chosen radius in the
infeed section. Even bending it into an 
S-shape is possible if so desired. This 
multitude of adjustments guarantees 
permanently high press speeds for many
different board types. During this process,
mat ventilation, pressure buildup and heat
transfer are at an optimum. High product
densities are achieved and the MDF boards
are immediately ready for use without 
further sanding. The increased efficiency of
the press heating heats up the fiber mat
almost immediately to the necessary
process temperature. 

Optimal pressure distribution in
longitudinal and cross-section

For the continuance of the press procedure
and with the increasing curing of the resin,
precisely controllable temperature and
pressure conditions are crucial for quality

and performance. In Grajewo, once again,
Siempelkamp makes use of its proven
frame design. An additional pressure dis-
tribution system sets the ideal pressures for
every target product. The existing reset
forces in the curing board can thus be 
better compensated; the forming mole-
cular structure between resin and fibers
won’t be disturbed. 

Next to the pressure distribution in pro-
duction direction also the pressure adjust-
ment in cross direction (“track control”) 
is of crucial importance. The thickness
accuracy of the thin MDF in Grajewo is
guaranteed by the six separately con-
trollable rows of pressure cylinders. The
hydraulically controlled track separation
and the feedback from the automatic 
thickness control make it possible to correct
the position of the press cylinders almost
instantly. Thin MDF boards with unmatched
precision are the result. 

As easy as slicing bread

Following the 23.8 m (78 ft) long press
cycle, a clipper cuts the MDF board to
length. In less than a second the boards are

Close to 40% of the manufactured thin
MDF undergoes direct printing. 

The rate of product flow is high. Grajewo’s
plant is designed for growth. The demand
for thin and extra-thin MDF is increasing
because their application areas are mani-
fold and range from packaging materials to 
furniture rear panels, from door surface 
layers and interior materials for auto-

Inauguration of the plant;
in the middle Hans H. Overdiek, CEO Pfleiderer AG,

and Dr. Robert Hopperdietzel,
Chief Technology, Operations/Plants 

mobiles to furniture drawers. In connection
with the latest innovative developments
such as direct printing and lightweight 
panels, for which Siempelkamp can 
provide the equipment, the production of
thin MDF has been given the green light.
Pfleiderer’s investment in Grajewo is a
prospective decision, one powered by
Siempelkamp!

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx

Left and right:

Arranging the boards 
in shingle-type manner
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Kunz was, at that time, the reason why the location was selected for the laminate flooring pro-

duction line, says Dr. Hans-Jürgen Hannig, managing director of the Classen Group.

Then, the Pfleiderer Group took over Kunz. Shortly after the takeover, Classen gave up its

minority interest in Kunz and invested in an integrated production line. Dr. Hannig explains this

decision: “In today’s competitive market a manufacturer can only survive with a fully inclusive

production line. In our case, this incorporated the production of MDF. Furthermore, a producer

of laminate flooring has to be able to influence the quality of MDF according to market require-

ments. This is only possible if the producer has control over the parameters of production. 

That is why we decided to build our own MDF production facility in Baruth.”

History

Well planned – quickly built
The ground-breaking ceremony for the
“FBB” (Fiberboard Baruth GmbH) project
took place on August 23, 2006 next to the
laminate flooring plant. Over approx. 20 ha
(49 acres), the plant was constructed in the
following months. 
The turning point was the design of the
plant. The customer did not want to acquire
a turnkey plant. Instead, FBB was interested
in the most technologically advanced and
innovative machinery and equipment and
in connecting them with one another.
In order to make such a project work, a lot
of experience is necessary. The Classen
Group acquired the necessary expertise
with a team of specialists for each piece of
machinery. 
The goal was to achieve the best plant
engineering in a carefully developed layout
within the shortest time possible. 

For this purpose, a special planning method
including overlapping activities was used.
After the standard layout was developed,
the capacities for the press and other deci-
sive aggregates were determined and their
interfaces defined.
The team was supported in their efforts by
the Siempelkamp planning office Sicoplan.
Afterwards, the plant components, one 
by one, were fine-tuned and completed in
a parallel with each other. This method 
will achieve the goal if the interface 
issue is well-known and a well-rehearsed 
team with high decision-making authority
and short decision-making processes is
available. 
In only 17 months one of the world’s 
most modern and efficient MDF plants 
was built. 

Plant aggregates of world-class 
manufacturers 
The FBB plant is the plant of short distances.
All distances, from the woodyard to the
bark removal, to the chipper, to the large
chip storage, are optimized. 
Following a 50 m (164 ft) long bucket chain
conveyor are a silo and screens from PAL,
Italy, as well as washers and 72” refiners
from Andritz. Glue is applied to the chips
via blow line technology. However, FBB
intends to upgrade to a PAL blending 
system for dry fibers in the future.
The drying of the fibers takes place in a
newly developed two-stage fiber dryer with
moisture content control. This dryer was
developed and built by the Siempelkamp
group company Büttner. Two stages and
two single flash tube dryers decrease 
the temperature and result in lower VOC
emissions (see pages 40/41).

In 2002 the Classen Group, Kaisersesch, started concentrating on the production of laminate

flooring in Baruth by building a production line including four short-cycle presses and six profil-

ing lines with a yearly capacity of 60 million m2. Additionally, a continuous surface laminating

plant with a capacity of another 15-20 million m2 was installed. The MDF boards were supplied

by Kunz, a nearby company in which the Classen Group had a minority interest. The proximity to

Dr. Hans-Jürgen Hannig

The forming and press line with ContiRoll®

Start of the most modern MDF-line in Germany

Classen Industries has built an integrated production line in Baruth 

for the manufacture of laminate flooring.
The forming head

By Ralf Griesche
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True to the motto “50% of the board is
made inside the dryer”, FBB tries to achieve
precise moisture measurement and moisture
control for the entire drying process. 

The heart of the plant – 
the Contiroll® press
The resinated and dried fibers approach the
centerpiece of the plant, the forming and
pressing line made by Siempelkamp. While
the front-end area of the plant is respon-
sible for producing fibers of outstanding
quality, the forming and pressing line 
determines the quality and quantity of the
boards. 

The StarFormer matformer with its 64
spreading rollers, was designed for a high
material throughput. The MDF StarFormer
incorporates the largest forming head ever
built by Siempelkamp. The leveling head
downstream of the matformer smoothes
the fiber mat via a roller system and a pre-
press ventilates the mat. 

The pressing line is equipped with a 2.65
x 48.7 m continuous ContiRoll® press.
Designed for speeds of 1,750 mm/second
(69 in), the plant will produce approx.
1,250 m3 of boards at a thickness of 7 mm
(0.3 in) per day in its final stage of comple-

tion. These figures amount to a yearly
capacity of approx. 412,000 m3 of boards.
The press can produce boards with a 
thickness of 3 to 22 mm (0.1 in to 0.9 in);
however, it is primarily designed for the
production of HDF with a thickness ranging
from 5.6 to 9.6 mm (0.2 in to 0.4 in).
The board width can be adjusted to any-
where between 2,200 and 2,610 mm (7.2 ft
and 8.6 ft). For flooring boards, the raw
densities are between 850 and 930 kg/m2.
The infeed section of the Siempelkamp
ContiRoll® is the secret of the high quality
of the press design. Technical highlights,
such as the flexible upper hot platen or the

booster heating, decisively influence the
quality of the board. Only Siempelkamp
builds this type of highly flexible infeed,
which allows an optimum adjustment to
the technology. The pressure buildup and
therefore, the heating of the mat is freely
adjustable and high densities can be
achieved. 
Individual distance control of the cylinders
in the calibration zone and an automatic
feedback from the board thickness control
sensors at the press outfeed lead to in-
creased production accuracy.
The press pressure control automatically
adjusts to the width of the mat. 
The Siempelkamp frame design, successfully
used for decades, is the secret of the
unachieved precision of the ContiRoll® press.

Non-stop records
After the press, a double diagonal saw cuts
the board to length. A cooling and stacking
line moves stacks with a height of up 

to 4,000 mm (13 ft) into an intermediate 
storage area. These plant components
were supplied by Siempelkamp Handling
Systeme. The boards, which are intended
for use in the downstream laminating
plant, are first processed by a 10-head
sander and then placed in a high bay stor-
age with a capacity of up to 10,000 m3.
This storage area, designed at a right angle
to the production line, is the actual inter-
face to the laminate flooring production
area. 
The latest process control software system
was also supplied by Siempelkamp (see
pages 42/43).
Another plant characteristic that is worth
mentioning is the speed at which the plant
was assembled. Installation started on 
January 6th and the first board was pressed
on July 30th, 2007, only 7 months later.
Now the plant has been gradually being
brought up to full capacity and three-shift
operation. 

Hydraulic unit outside the hot area of the press

The ContiRoll® press,
48.7 m long

The infeed head

The steel belt of the infeed section
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Büttner, the dryer specialist in the Siempelkamp family, has been
able to secure the order for the drying equipment with its 

concept of a two-stage flash tube fiber dryer. 
The world’s largest two-stage flash tube dryer is designed for a 
capacity of 50 t per hour. In principle the two-stage dryer consists
of two single flash tube dryers. 
The dryer for the first drying stage has a tube diameter of 2,700
mm (8.8 ft) and two cyclones, both of which have a diameter of
6,700 mm (22 ft). The dryer for the second stage uses two smaller
parallel dryer tubes as well as two noticeably smaller cyclones. 
Both stage dryers possess frequency-controlled high performance
ventilators. Both dryers are heated up to 350 degrees Celsius 
(662 ºF) with exhaust gas from the energy generating equipment. 

The concept for this type of dryer involves that the drying process
being interrupted during the first stage and resumed during the
second stage. This has the following advantages:

1. The amount of exhaust gas is smaller compared to a single-
stage dryer because exhaust gas is only released during the first
drying stage. The exhaust gas of the second stage dryer is 
re-circulated into the mixing chamber and utilized as a source of
drying air for the first stage dryer. The exhaust air purification line
can therefore be a lot smaller.  

2. Because of the low amount of exhaust gas, the heat loss and,
therefore, the energy demand for this dryer type are lower than
for a single-stage dryer. 

Büttner is responsible for the technological design, the complete
planning and construction of the dryers as well as the delivery of all
main components and specialty parts, the complete mixing 
chambers, dryer tubes, and cyclones. All tubes and cyclones are
made of stainless steel. 
Büttner also supplied the complete performance and control 
system for the dryers as well as for both of the fiber sifters, supplied
by the customer.  
The performance control included the delivery of frequency 
converters for the dryer ventilators and for the ventilators of both
sifters.  
The complete SPS and visualization software for the dryer and the
sifters were also supplied by Büttner.

World premiere of the largest two -stage flash tube dryer at FBB 

Installation of the cyclones

By Carsten Otto



Options Prod-IQ®.business

Prod-IQ®.quality

Prod-IQ®.maintenance

Prod-IQ®.basics

SOFTWARE MODULE PROD-IQ®

Order module raw boards
Order list, management and 
feedback of production data 
to ERP system

Cost trending
Calculation of production costs
based on current settings

Laboratory interface
Interface to laboratory based on
comma-separted files (csv-files)

Sanding line modul
- Data-/Downtimeaquis., -analysis
- Commission-, Shift-, Day- and

Month-reports

PLM
- Plant tree
- Time-related maintenance
- Condition-based maintenance
- History
- Feedback (planned/unplanned)

SPOC
- Technology support
- Modeling 
- Online quality forecast 

and control
(incl. hardware)

PROMACS
- Shift management
- Shift, daily and monthly reports

(incl. WEB and data export)
- Panel type evaluation

with specs / adjustments

Order module sanding line
Order list, management and feed-
back of prod. data to ERP

... others
... for other plant areas

Data aquisition
Acquisition of process data and its
central storage in a database.

Material flow tracking 
Lab report with process values accord-
ing to the material flow.

Downtime acquisition / statistics 
Module for systematic identification 

Commission evaluation
Summary of the most important pro-
duction and consumption data.

Availability 
Calculation of availability for selectable
days.

Trending 
(online + historical) 
All process data in a timeline diagram
for monitoring the process.

...prepared for options 
and additional software packages
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Everything’s new – 
even the process control software Prod-IQ® for the safe and
economical operation of FBB

Part of the scope of supply is the modular production manage-
ment system Prod-IQ®, which Siempelkamp has tailored to the

specific requirements of the wood-based products industry. With
the demand for Production Intelligence, from the sensor to the ERP,
Prod-IQ® covers the following areas:

- Production data management including order management,
downtime statistics, consumption and performance data, and
cost analyses as well as reporting and ERP connection 

- Online quality forecasting of critical board parameters such as
internal bond, bending strength, thickness swelling and surface
soundness via statistical process models otherwise only measurable
by destructive testing 

- Preventive maintenance and repair of the entire plant.

Prod-IQ® is a modern instrument used to systematically achieve
productivity increases.  

The availability of reliable, up-to-date and need-driven (manage-
ment) data by using Prod-IQ.basics and Prod-IQ.business adds
more transparency to the production of boards, the sanding line
and other plant components. The number of boards produced and
their quality, production costs, and downtimes as well as scrap
rates and their breakdown according to individual products and
time periods are the basis for evaluating efficiency. The data for
plant availability combined with downtime analyses and statistics 
reveal possible weak points systematically. Once weak points are 
recognized, countermeasures can be taken. Their success is, again,
directly measurable with Prod-IQ®. Thus, the measured data 
establishes an outstanding basis for improved performance. 

Depending on the line speed, bin fill level, and transport distances,
an integrated system, tracing the material flow, documents exactly
which process adjustments and conditions resulted in the finished
product. This background data is combined with data from 

laboratory section tests. Prod-IQ.quality (also known as SPOC)
automatically learns the connection between process parameters
and the resulting quality. This results in process models which help 
calculate, with high precision, the quality of the finished board.
Thus, the raw density can be determined with 99% accuracy, and
the internal bond as well as the bending strength with 95% 
accuracy. Prod-IQ.quality makes the production of market-driven
quality possible. Users of the system achieve material savings of
more than 2.5% and reduce the scrap material rate by 1%. 

Planned, preventive, and condition-based maintenance ensures, in
the long run, the value of the investment and increases plant 
availability due to reduced maintenance and repair costs. This is
also the opinion of FBB. This is why the company included 
the Prod-IQ.maintenance system in the scope of supply. In order 
to reduce costs for regular plant inspections and avoid 
critical conditions of aggregates and other plant components, 

Prod-IQ.maintenance carries out an online evaluation of the 
relevant process data such as operating hours, load cycles, 
temperatures and load distributions. The documentation and
instructions for the maintenance measures to be performed are
incorporated into the system by Siempelkamp. They are available 
to the personnel at any time and on each and every computer
and, most importantly, they are easy to find due to the integrated 
hierarchical plant structure. With the Prod-IQ.maintenance 
system, the production line determines itself when and what
maintenance has to be performed. 

Prod-IQ® systematically achieves production increases by using
plant data systematically and intelligently. From the experiences
of other plant operators using the system we know of cost 
savings of more than 800,000 euros per year. FBB has recognized
this potential and has ordered the complete Prod-IQ® scope of
services.

The benefits of the system

SPOC online quality control

By Gregor Bernardy
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One of the biggest and most powerful
closed-die forging presses in the world 
has been inaugurated

under these conditions is 40,000 tons of pressing force. In addition,
it was also required that three forming dies would be capable of
being operated simultaneously in the press as well, which means a
major eccentric load on the press. 
However, the high eccentric pressing forces were to be applied
together with previously unheard-of levels of working accuracy, 
to enable the forged parts to be produced with extreme contour
accuracy. This saves time and money by cutting out the consider-
able effort involved in finish working.
As a consequence, the specified requirements were for highly 
rigid press uprights, precise guidance of the moving cross-head,

compensation for the one-sided frame elongation under the
eccentric pressing force, and minimal crosswise movement
between the lower cross-beam and moving cross-head with asym-
metrical parts being pressed. 
With this concept for the design and construction, Siempelkamp
made it possible to bring together apparently incompatible 
customer requirements in a single solution for the first time. The
design is a 4-column underfloor press with external main cylinders
and hydraulic parallelism control to compensate for the diverse 
vertical expansions associated with the eccentric stresses. It permits
the production of high-tech forged parts more safely and reliably,
even faster than before and at a lower cost.
The parts to be produced on this press include engine fan disks 
and landing gear parts for the aeronautical and aerospace 
industries, such as for the Airbus A380. Such parts are made of 
titanium alloys or nickel-based alloys and are forged at relatively
low temperatures. This requires an enormous pressing force over a
relatively small pressing area: the force applied equals the weight of
55,000 VW Beetles.
The press weighs approx. 5,350 tons, because the press frame is
extremely solid in construction in order to provide the rigidity
required. The moving mass of the upper moving cross-head alone
weighs 2,550 tons, and the upper die can weigh up to 200 tons.
The cast and forged parts were manufactured by a Japanese 
company. The ductile cast-iron parts such as the guide columns and
moving sleeves were produced by Siempelkamp at its own foundry
in Krefeld. Thanks to the innovative cylinder design, the four main
cylinders are highly durable. 
To ensure precise and safe operation, the control system logic uses
data from approx. 280 sensors on approx. 90 cylinder axes. 

Early in 2002 Aubert & Duval placed an order with Siempelkamp
Press Systems for the development of a concept for the closed-

die forging press. Assembly on-site started in June 2004, and the
first tests of the press started early in 2006. 
On October 20, 2007 the new 40,000-ton forging press of Aubert
& Duval in Pamiers, France was officially inaugurated.
The request from Aubert & Duval was for a large working space for
the dies, high working accuracy and low press deformation even
under extreme concentrations of pressing on high eccentric forces.
A horizontal press force of 1,500 tons was also requested. These
requirements were quite exceptional: the peak pressure required

The Siempelkamp team

Loading of the ingot

Inauguration ceremony

Unloading of a forged part – a spar for an A320

By Ralf Griesche
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The men behind the machines

Wenutec – supplier to nuclear power plants
“Turning up to 92 reactor nuts with a diameter of 25 cm (9.8 in) simultaneously and 

elongating each single reactor stud with a force of 1,000 t (1,102 US tons) is no problem

for us. In fact, it is our day-to-day business.”

By Dr. Uwe Stein

This technical masterstroke is closely linked to Mr. Horst-Werner
Oehler, who managed Wenutec for more than 20 years. During
this time he turned the company in Lünen into one of the leading
manufacturers of stud tensioning machines for nuclear reactor
pressure vessels. “Today, we have a world market share of 80%:
we plan on maintaining and further expanding our top position in
the future.”
During the last 40 years Wenutec GmbH, part of the Siempelkamp
Nukleartechnik GmbH (Nuclear Technology), has acquired an 
excellent reputation in the field of nuclear technology on the world
market as a specialist for the design, delivery and maintenance of

highly automated stud tensioning machines for the opening and
closing of reactor pressure vessels and other primary components
in nuclear power plants.
When, during the sixties, an increasing number of power plants
were built, Obrigheim on the Neckar was the first one, in 1964,
that decided to implement the hydraulic tensioning of studs for the
reactor pressure vessel. For the opening and closing of the reactor
vessel during regular outages, special equipment was needed
which would guarantee the highest safety standards and a quick
restart of the reactor. Stud tensioning machines were perfect for
this kind of task. 

Klöckner Ferromatik in Castrop-Rauxel, a firm experienced in
hydraulic mining equipment, developed a hydraulic tensioning 
system for multiple studs. It was the first system that was able to
simultaneously tension and detension all 36 studs. The first stud
tensioning machine was born. 
In 1976 Horst Oehler took over the technical sales of Klöckner 
Ferromatik, from which Wenutec emerged. Stud tensioning
devices were one of the company’s most important products back
then, and even today they are still part of the core business.  
Oehler describes this technical innovation in the following way: “By
continuously expanding the functional spectrum of our machines
we were able to shorten the time for opening and closing a vessel
by 50%. Our machines allow users to increase the efficiency 
of their power plants, to minimize the exposure of their staff to
radiation, and to ensure the highest possible level of availability of
the primary components in power plants.”
The Wenutec team was challenged to do pioneering work. The
concept was totally new. Additionally, each power plant has 
specific installation criteria, different governmental regulations
depending on where the plant is located and changing local 
situations. Even if one pressure vessel looks similar to another, 
individual solutions are usually required. 

An important milestone was the startup of the first fully automatic
tensioning machine for the St. Alban nuclear power plant in France
in the eighties, which presented the preliminary completion of a
development that took 20 years. 
However, developments have not stopped since. Based on
achieved standards the fully automated systems are continuously
optimized. Today, the machines carry out the opening and closing
process with the latest control technology and have earned the
highest level of acceptance among customers worldwide. 
Oehler looks back: “The technology of nuclear power was virgin
territory for us back then. Many innovations were developed in
close touch with our customers. In spite of all the technical progress
we kept faithful to our motto: listen, understand the needs and
problems of the customers, and offer a reasonable technical 
solution.  
In order to do so you have to understand your own technology 
and become familiar with the customer’s conditions. Then you can
discuss and find solutions together with the customer. That is the
reason why Wenutec, today, is a worldwide market leader.”
After the takeover of Klöckner Ferromatik by Ruhrkohle AG, 
Oehler became the managing director of the newly founded
Wenutec (Westfalia Nukleartechnik) in 1995. Shortly afterwards

Mr. Horst-Werner Oehler

Transport of the first fully automated stud tensioning machine for 
opening the 1,300 MWe reactor pressure vessel of the St. Alban nuclear power plant, France

Transport of the stud tensioning machine together with 54 reactor studs, nuts and washers 
after the reactor pressure vessel opening operation in the St. Alban nuclear power plant, France
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The simultaneous hydraulic elongating and turning of studs is only
one of many functions in the latest generation of stud tensioning
machines. The transport of reactor vessel studs and nuts are just as
much part of the system as the measurement, recording, and 
registration of relevant operating conditions and parameters. 
During a tensioning process the current stud elongation is
electronically recorded and displayed on a screen at the control
desk of the tensioning machine and then saved on a computer. As
a result, the confirmation of the correct closing of the reactor 
vessel is available after completion of the tensioning process.
With its new generation of tensioning machines Wenutec has
reduced the time needed for opening and closing a reactor pressure
vessel during the yearly power plant outages to less than four
hours for each operation. In some nuclear power plants this results
in a production gain of more than 13,000 MW hours per outage.
On this basis the profitability of the investment is easy to comprehend.
A significant added bonus of the reduced operation times are the
shortened exposure times of personnel to radiation-intensive areas
of the reactor. 
Oehler proudly refers to the company’s international customers.
“We are represented by our products worldwide. We supply almost
all countries that use nuclear energy. Following Obrigheim we
received orders for power plants in Germany, France, Great Britain,
Bulgaria, Russia, South Africa, the U.S.A, Argentina, Brazil, South
Korea, Japan, the People’s Republic of China, and India. 
Our experience gives us a unique position in the market. Today, for
example, we are the only manufacturer who has delivered equip-
ment to nuclear power plants based on Russian technology.”
Because of Wenutec’s international clientele, we naturally possess
all the necessary certifications, from ISO 9001:2000 to country-
specific authorizations. 

Wenutec was sold to GEA (a former metal company) in Bochum. 
In 2000 Wenutec, still managed by Oehler, became part of 
Siempelkamp Nukleartechnik. 
Wenutec’s affiliation to Siempelkamp is a benefit in Oehler’s opinion:
“Siempelkamp Nukleartechnik provides an optimal environment
for us. As a member of the Siempelkamp Group we not only profit
from the experience of our Krefeld colleagues in the field of
automation technology – we can also, with our technical expertise
in the area of stud tensioning machines, expand the product port-
folio of the Group and complement the nuclear technology at
Siempelkamp. 
Today, more than 60 employees design solutions for the opening and
closing of reactor pressure vessels, steam generators, pressurizers,
and other primary components in nuclear power plants in Lünen,
in France, and in the U.S.A. 15 engineers and technicians develop
mechanical, hydraulic, electrical and electronic equipment including
the necessary control programs. 
The original product idea is the same, even after 40 years of inten-
sive development and countless international customer contacts. It
is to quickly and safely open and close pressure vessels in nuclear
power plants. 
As well as design and development, Wenutec provides strong 
customer service. Almost every week Wenutec technicians open
and close pressure vessels somewhere in the world. Oehler
attaches great importance to after-sales service. “Our field service
team alone includes 20 employees; all are specialists and experts in 
different fields. They are the reason for our good reputation in the
nuclear technology industry. Their experience and knowledge
gained from hundreds of modifications in many nuclear power
plants worldwide are the reason for continuous improvement and
development of our products in the interest of our customers.”

One of two automatic stud tensioning machines delivered
to the plant units A and B of the Biblis nuclear power

plant, Germany for opening and closing the 1,300 MWe
reactor pressure vessels.

First stud tensioning machine worldwide,
supplied to the 360 MWe Obrigheim nuclear
power plant, Germany
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article. Other significant developments are hydraulic units for security
gates in power plants, cleaning tools for stud threads and internal
threads, as well as manway cover lifting systems. 
It is a fact that during Oehler’s term many developments were 
realized and have contributed, to a high extent, to an increase in
the production output of nuclear power plants. After more than 
30 years he will retire at the end of 2007. Oehler’s next goals
include spending more time with his wife, traveling through East
Germany, and avoiding the cold German winter months in the
warmth of South Africa.

What are stud tensioning machines? 
Pressure vessels in nuclear power plants have to be opened at
intervals of twelve to eighteen months in order to replace spent
fuel elements and to carry out mandatory inspections. The pres-
sure vessel consists of a bottom part, a rigid tank body, and the
top part, the closure head. Both parts are connected by up to 92
evenly arranged studs and nuts around the circumference in
order to ensure that no radiation can escape during operation.  
In order to open the reactor, studs up to two meters long are
simultaneously hydraulically elongated by almost 4 mm (0.16
in) with a force of up to 1,000 t (1,102 US tons) per stud and
pressures of up to 3,000 bar. The experts call this process stud
tensioning. Thus, the stud nuts, which partly have dimensions
between M150 and M210, can be loosened without much
effort. Afterwards, the studs are unthreaded and transported,
separately or together with the stud tensioner, to a storage
position within the reactor building. The closure head is then
lifted from the vessel body – the pressure vessel is open.   

Upgraded and modernized stud tensioning machine for opening and closing four 900 MWe reactor pressure
vessels of the Dampierre nuclear power plant, France

Hydraulically operated clamping system for the security lock (equipment hatch) of
the 1,300 MWe nuclear power plant units in France

Stud Tensioning Machine for opening and closing the 900
MWe reactor pressure vessels of the Koeberg nuclear
power plant, South Africa after successful completion of
the modernization package ordered by the plant owner.

Transport of the automated stud tensioning 
machine into one of four 1,300 MWe buildings of the 

Cattenom nuclear power plant, France

The first stud tensioning machine delivered to 
the Tianwan nuclear power plant, P.R. China (based on 

a Russian design) for operation on two VVER 1,000 MWe 
pressurized water reactors

ten orders in 2007 alone. In June 2007, Wenutec received an order
from E.ON for the upgrade of the reactor tensioning machine in
the Grohnde power plant, which has been operating since 1981. In
the future a computer-controlled central control desk with an 
integrated visualization system will simplify the operation and 
handling of processes.  
In the area of new constructions we can also announce several
highlights. In February, orders were recorded from Russia for a
reactor stud tensioning machine for the Novovoronesh nuclear
power plant  and a tensioning device for the main cooling pumps for
the nuclear power plant in Volgodonsk. In April Wenutec received
orders for new stud tensioning machines from the French nuclear
power plant in Bugey and the LingAo nuclear power plant in China.
Oehler forecasts an abundance of exciting tasks for Wenutec’s
future. “Many nuclear power plants are preparing for large invest-
ments. In France alone, comparable modernization contracts for 
a total of 13 stud tensioning machines will be awarded and are
scheduled for completion by 2012.”
Wenutec’s chances of receiving 8–10 of these contracts are good.
A domestic contract for the upgrade of a stud tensioning machine
of the Emsland nuclear power plant, Germany, is currently being 
finalized and has been presented to the management of the power
plant for signing. The placing of an order for the modernization of
two stud tensioning machines for the nuclear power plant in Yong-
gwang, South Korea, is also imminen. 
The list of short- and medium-term projects at Wenutec and their
chances of success give reason for positive expectations regarding
business development. 
In view of his past at Wenutec, Oehler modestly assesses “Actually,
for the last few decades we have always had the same goal, namely
to simplify the work of the operators in power plants and to make
their work safer, to minimize their exposure to radiation, and to
increase the production output of power plants.”
Based on these goals and by utilizing years of expertise, Wenutec
has developed products for other applications in nuclear power
plants and successfully introduced them to the market. We 
mentioned stud tensioners for main cooling pumps earlier in this

The company is developing very quickly these days. 80% of all
orders include new designs and upgrades of equipment. In 2006
the company had a turnover of more than 9 million euros and a
total order quantity of more than 14 million euros. Customer 
service meanwhile accounts for around one fifth of the sales 
volume. It is already foreseeable that the turnover for 2007 will be
significantly higher than for 2006. 
Next to new designs the trend is moving increasingly towards
upgrades. While some tensioning machines have been operating
for more than 20 years, developments in the areas of machine
building, high-pressure hydraulics, and automation technology
have been fast-paced. Therefore, amongst users, interest in
upgrading their tensioning machines to the latest state-of-the-art
technology has grown. 
Following the successful completion of several smaller projects,
Wenutec received an order from the Koeberg nuclear power plant
in South Africa for the basic upgrade of the existing tensioning
machine. After successfully completing this project, follow-up
orders were received from South Korea, Great Britain, Germany,

and from the Dampierre nuclear power plant in France, the first
French pilot project. 
Another key order, following successful project in Dampierre, was
received in 2004 from the French commune of Cattenom. The
order included the upgrade of a tensioning machine. Wenutec had
to guarantee the customer a reduction in the time required for the
opening and closing of the power plant’s vessel to no more than
four hours per operation. This requirement, which was part of the
contract, was not only achieved, but it was even bettered by almost
one hour. 
The highest technical requirements had to be achieved in a 
modernization project carried out for the state-run French power
plant user Electricité de France at the Cruas nuclear power plant.
The project included upgrading a tensioning machine from a com-
petitive supplier. The biggest obstacle for this project was that
Wenutec did not have access to the original manufacturer’s 
documentation. Even though the project has not been fully com-
pleted, findings achieved up to this point give no reason for concern.
The number of incoming orders is not decreasing. Wenutec received


